THIS IS AN INFO REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTEL
1. (U) CITY: SOVIET UNION (UR)
2. (U) TITLE: SVYRLOVSK ______________ BIOLOGICAL ACCIDENT (U)
3. (U) DATE OF INFO: 790430
4. (U) SUMMARY: THIS REPORT CONTAINS INFO ON THE OUTBREAK OF A MISTERYIOUS DISEASE (CALLED "ANTAKS" OR "SIBERIAN ULCE") IN
SVYRLOVSK ______________ DURING APR/MAY 1979.
An outbreak of a mysterious disease had occurred in Sverdlovsk in April/May 1979 during which several hundred people and an unknown number of livestock had died. The disease was called by local population "antraks" or "Siberian ulcer" (Sibirskaya Yazva). It broke out in the southern part of Sverdlovsk, Chkalovskiy City District (Chkalovskiy Rayon) approximately 10 km distance from Chkalovskiy District. The disease outbreak, also called "epidemic", lasted until mid-summer 1979.

(2) According to rumors, the disease had started at an U/I MIL installation (Votenny Gorodok) in Chkalovskiy District. An U/I Constr Unit was also stationed at the Above Instl. A civilian female cook, and an unk number of off and em had died within few hours at the above mil instl allegedly from meat poisoning. NFI. It was rumored that the above mil instl was to be closed in the near future. but as of sep 1980...

The mil instl was still being used. Another rumor was that a contaminated cow was inadvertently excavated by the constr unit and caused the epidemic.

(3) An unk number of employees at a ceramic plant, located approx 1-2 km from the MIL instl, had also died from the same disease. The plant was immediately closed. NFI.

(4) The symptoms of the mysterious disease were as follows: heart failure, respiratory failure, or diarrhea. Allegedly victims had died within a few hours, some had died within 6 hours from one of the above symptoms. The sick were placed in quarantine wards throughout the city hospitals. NFI did not know whether anyone had recovered from the disease. NFI did not know anyone personally who had the disease. NFI.

(5) The residents of Chkalovskiy District, ages 20 yrs and over, were vaccinated (free of charge) with an unknown vaccine, using air gun. Children and personnel under 20 yrs of age were not vaccinated. Each individual was vaccinated three times. Source did not know at what intervals. Some individuals reacted to the vaccine with high fever and some had died. NFI. Allegedly the vaccine was "very expensive" and was imported from the western Europe and USA. NFI.

(6) Chkalovskiy District authorities took the following measures to control the disease outbreak: local police confiscated private meat and diary products supplies through door-to-door search and burned the products. Private live stock, such as cattle and pigs were ordered to be slaughtered, the carcasses were also burned by the police. All houses were deinfected. The Sverdlovsk city water had a very strong chlorine taste. The trees and grass were sprayed with unknown liquid from helicopters at night for a period of two weeks. The population was ordered to stay indoors at night. The leaves on the trees were covered with a thin white coat of unk substance but did not damage the leaves. All ditches and grass patches in Chkalovskiy District were covered with a layer of cement, purpose unknow. Buses, private automobiles and pedestrians entering and leaving Chkalovskiy District were searched and meat and diary products were confiscated. However, RR trains passing through the
DISTRICT WERE NOT SEARCHED. THERE WAS A PANIC AMONG SVERCLOVK
POPULATION BUT NOTHING WAS OFFICIALLY EXPLAINED TO THE POPULATION
THROUGH NEWS MEDIA. THE EPIDEMIC DID NOT SPREAD TO OTHER CITY
DISTRICTS, EXCEPT A FEW DEATHS IN LENINSKII CITY DISTRICT. MFI.

10. (U) COLL MGMT CODES: NONE

15. (U) ENC: NONE
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